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I had an experience last week that might perhpps be on the edge of this,

you might say? I was out in the Middle West, and one place I was, some people

told me, they said, Well, will there be a Faith Seminary next year? Will it

be there? And then I went to Chicago, and xaxa I meb a man from California

and he told me somebody in California had heard there wasn't going to be any

Faith Seminary next year, and wanted to know if I would like to come out and

teach in his school in California. Well, of course, it was flattering to be

invited that way, but after the Lord has enabled us through 19 years to start

with little and to build up an institution for Him, that has the testimony
rumors

that this institution has, that Iz like this should go around, fr.' where

do they come from? Is somebody spreading them? I am sure there is nothing

Satan would like better than to hurt this institution. But God established

Faith Seminary. God established Faith Seminary for a great purpose, for a

greatwitness, for a witness to His truth. I am not afraid of the Seminary

not continuing. Mr. Curnow told us how the Lord is sending in the money, the

Lord has sent us our money right from the start. We have our times of shortage,

we have our times of difficulty, the Lord wants to keep us close to us, but the

Lord has taken care of us, and the Lord is going to take care of us. I have

no doubt in the world. Difficulties will come. Serpents will be taken up.

But the Lord is going to lead through them. I told the people, I said, God

established Faith Seminary, it is going to be here next year, it is going to

be a better Seminary next year, than it was this year. I am absolutely sure,

because I know that God has his purposes, and that God is going to lead us

on. I am not worried about whtehr Faith Seminary is going to get anought

money, or whether FS is going to be able to continue. It is God's testimony.

I will tell you what I am worried about. I am worried that we turn aside

from the path of God's will, because I see so many other places do it. I

have seen institutions that for a hunderd years have followed God, and then

have turned aside to modernism, to ...8.... I have seen instktutions that

for five years, or ten years have had a great testimony to God, and then

have given up be1ieØ' in Verba 1 Inspiration. Oh, it was taking
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